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Abstract
We consider the problem of communication over a network containing a hidden and malicious adversary that
can control a subset of network resources, and aims to disrupt communications. We focus on omniscient node-
based adversaries, i.e., the adversaries can control a subset of nodes, and know the message, network code and
packets on all links. Characterizing information-theoretically optimal communication rates as a function of network
parameters and bounds on the adversarially controlled network is in general open, even for unicast (single source,
single destination) problems. In this work we characterize the information-theoretically optimal randomized capacity
of such problems, i.e., under the assumption that the source node shares (an asymptotically negligible amount
of) independent common randomness with each network node a priori (for instance, as part of network design).
We propose a novel computationally-efficient communication scheme whose rate matches a natural information-
theoretically “erasure outer bound” on the optimal rate. Our schemes require no prior knowledge of network topology,
and can be implemented in a distributed manner as an overlay on top of classical distributed linear network coding.
I. INTRODUCTION
Network coding allows routers in networks to mix packets. This helps attain information-theoretically throughput
for a variety of network communication problems; in particular for network multicast [1], [2], often via linear
coding operations [3], [4]. Throughput-optimal network codes can be efficiently designed [5], and may even be
implemented distributedly [6]. Also, network-coded communication is more robust to packet losses/link-failures [2],
[4], [7].
However, when the network contains malicious nodes/links, due to the mixing nature of network coding, even
a single erroneous packet can cause all packets at the receivers being corrupted. This motivates the problem of
network error correction, which was first studied by Cai and Yeung in [8], [9]. They considered an omniscient
adversary capable of injecting errors on any z links, and showed that C−2z was both an inner and outer bound on
the optimal throughput, where C is the network-multicast min-cut. Jaggi et al. [10] proposed efficient network codes
to achieve this rate. In parallel, Ko¨tter and Kschischang [11] developed a different and elegant approach based on
subspace/rank-metric codes to achieve the same rate. Furthermore, when the adversary is of “limited-view” in some
manner (for instance, adversary can observe only a sufficiently small subset of transmissions, or is computationally
bounded, or is “causal/cannot predict future transmissions”), a higher rate is possible, and in fact [10], [12], [13]
proposed a suite of network codes that achieve C − z, all of which meet the network Hamming bound in [8]. A
more refined adversary model is considered in [14].
Although communication in the presence of link-based adversaries is now relatively well-understood, problems
where the adversaries are “node-based” seem to be much more challenging. In node-based case, the adversaries
can attack any subset of at most z nodes by injecting errors on outgoing edges of those nodes. Since the adversary
is restricted to control nodes, this places restrictions on the subsets of links it can control. This problem was first
studied by Kosut et al. in [15], [16], where it is shown that reducing node-based adversary to link-based one is
too coarse, and linear codes are insufficient in general. A class of non-linear network codes was proposed [16] to
achieve capacity for a subset of planer networks, but the general problem of characterizing network capacity with
node-based adversaries is still open.
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2This problem has been studied from various perspectives. A cut-set bound was given in [15], [16]. The routing-
only capacity was studied in [17]. The work of [18] explored the unequal link capacities, and [19] considered a
general problem formulation subsuming both link-based and node-based adversaries. The fundamental complexity
was examined in [20], where the authors showed the general network error correction is as hard as a long standing
open problem, i.e. multiple unicast network coding.
On the other hand, in coding theory, hard problems can be considerably simplified if terminal nodes share a
small amount of common randomness. For instance, the capacity of adversarial bit-flip channel is still unknown in
general, but it can be characterized if shared randomness is available. In fact, Langberg [21] shows that Θ(log n)
bits shared secrets are sufficient to force such a powerful adversary to become “random noise”.
Motivated by the power of shared secrets, this paper focuses on node-based adversary problems with a small
amount of shared secrets. Under such settings, we provide a family of network codes that are computationally
efficient and information-theoretically optimal. The shared secrets between source and each other node can either
be pre-allocated or distributed by applying network secrets sharing schemes, for example, see, for example, [22].
In addition, our network codes can be distributedly implemented and work well even when the network topology
is unknown.1
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present a concrete example to describe previous adversary
models and our model of this paper in Section II. After introducing the general network model in Section III,
we present our main results in Section IV. The details of the code construction and complexity analysis are in
Section V. Finally, we briefly discuss the generalizations and conclude in Section VI.
II. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Consider the network in Figure 1. The source Alice wishes to transmits her message M to the destination Bob
through an adversarial network. The adversary Calvin, hidden somewhere in the network, can control a subset of
the network and tries to corrupt the communication from Alice to Bob. In addition, through the whole paper, we
assume the adversary is omniscient but casual, that is, Calvin can observe all information transmitted on the links
causally. Furthermore, we focus on computationally unbounded adversary (although it is also interesting to consider
the computationally bounded adversary). The goal is to find the maximum communication rate in the presence of
an adversary. Before studying the capacity of this network in our setting, we examine the capacity when there is
no shared secret between nodes, both for the link-based adversary model and the node-based adversary model.
A. Previous Work
Link-based adversary: Calvin can choose any two links to attack. Although Alice and Bob know at most two
links can be controlled, they have no idea a priori which two links that Calvin chooses. The maximum achievable
rate of this model is shown to be C−2z by [10] (here C is the minimum min-cut from Alice to Bob in the network
and z is the number of links the adversary can attack). Therefore, the capacity is 0 with such an adversary in this
example.
The following “symmetrization” argument shows why reliable communication is impossible in this particular
setting, i.e. C = 3 and z = 2. For any message M and any code used, suppose xa, xb, xc are the packets induced
by M and the network codes on links (a, t), (b, t), (c, t), respectively. Knowing the message and network codes,
Calvin can choose another message M ′ 6= M and obtain corresponding packets x′a, x′b, x′c if M ′ were transmitted.
The adversary then replaces xb, xc by x′b, x
′
c on links (b, t), (c, t), respectively. After receiving xa, x
′
b, x
′
c, Bob cannot
distinguish between the following two events: (a) M is transmitted and links b, c are attacked; (b) M ′ is transmitted
and link a is attacked. Therefore, no communication is possible.
Node-based adversary: Calvin can choose any one node and attack on the outgoing links of his chosen node.
Similarly, Alice and Bob know at most one node can be controlled but have no idea about which node. Since the out
degree of any intermediate node is at most 2, it is tempting to reduce such an adversary to previous link-based one,
and we get zero rate. However, it turns out that the capacity is 1, achievable by the following “majority decoding”
based code. Alice sends message M on all outgoing links. All intermediate nodes perform majority decoding and
forward the decoded message. A simple case-by-case analysis indicates that node t can always decode M correctly:
1Our code design in Section V requires no knowledge of network topology.
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Fig. 1. An illustrative network example: source node v0 (Alice) wishes to communicate to sink node t (Bob), while adversary Calvin tries
to corrupt the communication.
If node a is controlled, after majority decoding, nodes b, c forward M to node t. If node c is controlled, then nodes
a, b forward M to node t. The converse follows from the Singleton bound [23] (see also [16, Theorem 1]).
B. Our Model and Scheme Sketch
In our model, in addition to treating the adversary as node-based (that can control any one node), we also allow
the source Alice to share independent common randomness (or shared secrets) with every other node in the network.
As we will see later, this is a crucial assumption that distinguishes our model from prior models. The shared secrets
between source Alice and any other node, say node a, are sequences of bits only known to Alice and node a, that
is, Calvin cannot access these bits unless he chooses to control node a.
At a very superficial level, the role of the shared secret is to let a node just downstream from the adversary
detect any corrupted packets by verifying (using the shared secret) whether or not the received packets belong
to the subspace spanned by original packets. We show that even with an asymptotically negligible rate of shared
secret, rate 2 is achievable in this example. Further, this is the best one can hope for as the adversary can always
send zeros on one link in a min cut.
In the remainder of this section, we describe the sketch of the achievability scheme for the above example. The
detailed description for general case is in Section V.
The code consists of a source encoder, intermediate node encoders and a destination decoder.
Source encoder: Let r = 2. There are two steps. First, as in random linear network coding [6], each message
M ∈ Fnrq is encoded as a matrix X ∈ Fr×(n+r)q consisting of the information part U ∈ Fr×nq and coefficient
header part I ∈ Fr×rq (identity matrix). The second step is crucial, which is computation of the hash header h.
The two resulting vectors (X1, h) and (X2, h) are referred as original packets. Then random linear combinations
(a1X1 + a2X2, h) are sent on outgoing links, where a1, a2 ∈ Fq.
In this example, h consists of four parts ha, hb, hc, ht, each being a vector from Fr
2
q and corresponding to nodes
a, b, c, t, respectively. The length of h therefore is δ = 16, which is independent of n. In the following, we formally
describe the computation of hc; all other hashes, i.e., ha, hb, ht can be computed in a similar way.
Denote the shared secret Sc between source v0 and node c by Sc = (sc,1, sc,2, dc,1,1, dc,1,2, dc,2,1, dc,2,1) ∈ Fr2+rq ,
and rewrite hc ∈ Fr2q as hc = (hc,1,1, hc,1,2, hc,2,1, hc,2,2). Then hc can be computed by the following so-called
linearized polynomials based on X and Sc:
hc,i,j := dc,i,j −
n+r∑
k=1
xiks
pk
c,j , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2,
where xik is the (i, k)-th entry in X . Some nice properties of the polynomials here allow the detection of corrupted
packets, as we will see later.
Verify-and-encode at intermediate nodes: Each intermediate node receives a collection of random linear
combinations of original packets X1, X2 with hash headers. Every incoming packet to an intermediate node is
verified using the shared secret and hash meant for that node. Depending on the outcome of the verification, each
incoming packet is classified as valid if it is verified, and invalid otherwise. After this, the intermediate node sends
4random linear combinations of valid packets on all outgoing links. As an example, we describe below a sample
verification step at node c for the packet received from node a. The general case is described in Section V.
Suppose node c receives (W,h′) from node a and the coefficient header part in W is (1, 2), then if (W,h′) is
uncorrupted, W = X1 + 2X2 should hold. To verify, node c computes Q1 and Q2 by
Q1 :=
n+r∑
k=1
wk(sc,1 + sc,2)
pk ,
Q2 := (dc,1,1 − h′c,1,1) + (dc,1,2 − h′c,1,2) + 2(dc,2,1 − h′c,2,1) + 2(dc,2,2 − h′c,2,2),
where W = (w1, . . . , wn+r), h′ = (h′a, h′b, h
′
c, h
′
t) and h
′
c = (h
′
c,1,1, h
′
c,1,2, h
′
c,2,1, h
′
c,2,2). Packet W is regarded as
valid if Q1 = Q2, and invalid if Q1 6= Q2. We prove in Appendix A that if W 6= X1 + 2X2, then Q1 6= Q2 w.h.p.
Details are not important at present and the point here is to sketch the verification process.
Decoder: Let (Y1, h1), (Y2, h2) and (Y3, h3) be the packets received on links (a, t), (b, t) and (c, t). Bob first
verifies Yi’s by previously described verification process. Since at most one node is controlled, at least two of
Y1, Y2, Y3 are valid, say Y1, Y2. Then decoding is done by solving the system of linear equations(
Y1
Y2
)
= T
(
X1
X2
)
,
where T is the network transformation and can be obtained directly from the coefficients header part. As shown
in [6], T is full rank w.h.p., therefore, rate 2 is achieved.
III. DEFINITIONS AND NETWORK MODEL
A. Definitions
Notation: For a positive integer k, [k] denotes the set {1, 2, . . . , k}. Whenever there is little scope for ambiguity,
we simply use F to denote the finite field Fq, where q = pm for some prime p and integer m.
A directed graph is given by G = (V, E), where V is the vertex set and E ⊂ V × V is the edge set. For an edge
e := (i, j), we say tail(e) = i and head(e) = j. For a node i ∈ G, denote the set of incoming edges as Ein(i) :=
{e ∈ E|head(e) = i}, the set of outgoing edges as Eout := {e ∈ E|tail(e) = i}, the set of upstream neighbours as
Nin(i) := {j ∈ V|(j, i) ∈ Ein(i)}, and the set of downstream neighbours as Nout(i) := {j ∈ V|(i, j) ∈ Eout(i)}. For
any subset of edges A ⊂ E , the subgraph GA is the graph obtained by deleting all edges in A; i.e. GA = (V, E \A).
For a subset of nodes Z ⊂ V , we similarly define the subgraph obtained by deleting nodes Z by GZ .
A cut is a subset of nodes B ⊂ V . Given subgraph G′ = (V ′, E ′), the cut-set of cut B on G′ is given by
cut-set(B;G′) := {e ∈ E ′|e = (a, b), a ∈ B ∩ V ′, b ∈ V ′ \B}.
Given two nodes v1, v2, the minimum cut from v1 to v2 on the subgraph G′ is given by
min-cut(v1, v2;G′) := min
B:v1∈B,v2 /∈B
|cut-set(B;G′)|.
For example, in Figure 1, we have min-cut(v0, t;Ga) = 2.
B. Network Model
Network: We model the network with a directed graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of nodes (routers) and E
is the set of links between nodes. We assume that all links have unit capacity2, meaning that they can carry one
symbol from F per time step. We also allow multiple edges connecting the same pair of nodes. The source node
v0 (Alice) wishes to multicast the message M , which is a vector chosen uniformly at random form Fnr, to a set
of destination nodes D := {t1, . . . , tK}. The network model is illustrated in Figure 2.
Shared secrets: For each node v other than Alice, there is an s-length vector Sv, drawn uniformly at random
from F s, known only to Alice and node v.
Adversary model: We consider a node-based adversary (Calvin). That is, Calvin can control any z nodes from
V\{v0, t1, . . . , tK} and transmit any information in the outgoing edges of these z nodes. In other words, let A be
2We discuss networks with unequal link capacities in Section VI
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Fig. 2. General network model: Source v0 wishes to multicast message M to a set of destinations ti’s. Adversary can selects any z nodes
and attack on outgoing links of these z nodes. Source v0 shared common randomness of negligible rate with every other node in the network.
the collection of all sets of outgoing edges of any z nodes in V\{v0, t1, . . . , tK}; the adversary can choose any
one set A ∈ A and inject arbitrary information on links in A.
The adversary is omniscient. That is, Calvin knows the message, the code, and all packets transmitted in the
network. For the z nodes that Calvin selects to control, he also knows their shared secrets with source node. Calvin
does not know shared secrets between the source and honest nodes (nodes that Calvin cannot control).
The table in Figure 3 summarizes the knowledge of each communication party.
Encoder Intermediate 
node
Decoder Adversaries
Common randomness Y Y Y N
Network topology N N N Y
Message Y N N Y
Locations of adversaries N N N Y
Link transmissions N ① N ① N ① Y ②
Coding coefficients N ③ N ③ N ③ Y ④
Fig. 3. Summary of “who knows what when”: “Y” represents yes and “N” represents no. Adversaries do not know the common
randomness between source and honest nodes. Source, intermediate nodes and destination have no knowledge of the network topology,
while the adversaries know the network topology completely. We also assume the adversaries know the transmitted message and the coding
coefficients/link transmissions non-causally ( 2© 4©). By 1© and 3©, we mean that the encoder, intermediate nodes and decoder only have partial
knowledge on link transmissions and coding coefficients. The chronological order of the left most column describes the following relations:
common randomness, network topology and message are independent with each other. The adversaries then based on the knowledge to
determine the adversarial locations. Link transmissions and coding coefficients depend on common randomness, network topology, message
and adversaries’ locations.
Code: A code consists of the following:
• Link encoders: For each node v and each link e ∈ Eout(v), a function that gives the symbol to send on e, given
all information available to node v: shared secrets for node v, all packets from edges in Ein(v), and, if v is
Alice, the message, and shared secrets for all nodes.
• Decoder: For each destination node tk and each message Mi for i ∈ [qnr], a function for estimating Mi based
on information available at node tk: shared secrets and received packets.
Code metrics: We evaluate codes based on the following quantities:
• Field size q,
• Shared secret dimension s,
6Complexity in terms of m,n Complexity in terms of N
Source O(|V|r2nm logm)) O(|V|r2N logN))
Internal node O(dinnm logm) O(dinN logN)
Decoder O((din + r2)nm logm) O((din + r2)N logN)
TABLE I
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
• Number of message symbols qnr,
• Probability of error: for any A ∈ A, let Pe(A) be the probability that Mˆtk,i 6= Mi for any tk ∈ D and any
i ∈ [qnr], maximized over all possible data injections on edges in A,
• Total blocklength (bits), denoted by N ,
• Rate R = (nr log q)/N , where the base of the logarithm is 2 throughout the paper,
• Complexity T , including encoding/decoding complexity.
IV. MAIN RESULTS
We begin by stating our main results: computationally efficient achievability. Generally speaking, the natural
“erasure outer bound” can be achieved with asymptotically negligible shared secrets. In addition, computationally
efficient such codes can be constructed as described in subsequent sections.
Theorem 1. For any  > 0, there exists a code satisfying
• R ≥ minA∈Amintk∈Dmin-cut(v0, tk;GA)− ,
• Pe(A) ≤  for all A ∈ A,
• s ≤ N ,
• N = Θ(1/2),
• T is at most polynomial in N (or equivalently, in m,n) and network parameters |V| and din, as shown in
Table I.
For comparison, we also state two converse results that follow fairly directly from results already in the literature.
The first states that the rate can be no larger than if the adversarial edges were simply deleted, and this “erasure outer
bound” follows from [1] when the residual graph is considered. This confirms that the rate achieved in Theorem 1
is essentially as large as possible. The second result states that shared secrets are necessary to achieve vanishing
probability of error for all adversary sets. Proofs are in the appendices.
Theorem 2. For any code if the adversary controls links A, the rate is upper bounded by
R ≤ 1
1− Pe(A)
[
min
tk∈D
min-cut(v0, tk;GA) + H(Pe(A))
N
]
where H(·) is the binary entropy function.
Theorem 3. For any code with s = 0 (i.e. no shared secrets) and r > 0, if there exist two adversary sets A1 and
A2 such that A1 ∪ A2 covers a cut between Alice and any destination node tk, then Pe(A1) + Pe(A2) ≥ 1. In
particular, it is impossible for both Pe(A1) and Pe(A2) to be arbitrarily small.
V. CODING WITH SHARED SECRETS
In this section, we state our scheme for the general case: Alice wishes to multicast her message to K receivers,
and any z intermediate nodes can any controlled by the adversary. Let A be the collection of sets of outgoing edges
of any z nodes in V\{v0, t1, . . . , tK}. In the following, r := minA∈Amintk∈Dmin-cut(v0, tk;GA).
Definition 1. A single-variable linearized polynomial (SLP) L(x) over finite field F is of the form L(x) :=∑n
i=1 aix
pi , where ai ∈ F for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n and integer n.
Definition 2 (SLP hash function). Let k be a positive integer. For a vector x ∈ F k and s1, s2 ∈ F , define the SLP
hash function ψ : F k × F 2 → F by ψ(x, s1, s2) := s2 −
∑k
l=1 xls
pl
1 .
7The code consists of a source encoder, intermediate node encoders and a destination decoders.
Source encoder: Algorithm 1 describes the encoding process, which consists of two steps. Firstly, each message
M ∈ [qnr] is encoded into a matrix X as described in Section II. Denote Xi the i-th row of X and xil the (i, l)-th
entry of X . Secondly, the hash header h ∈ F δ is computed and appended to all Xi’s. Notice here that δ (specified
later) is negligible as N tends to infinity. Figure 4 shows the structure of the i-th packet.
𝒏 𝒍𝒐𝒈𝟐𝒒 bits 𝐫 𝒍𝒐𝒈𝟐𝐪 bits 𝜹 𝒍𝒐𝒈𝟐𝐪 bits 
information part coefficient header part hash header part  
(0, . . , 1, … , 0)
𝑖-th
ℎ
𝑿𝒊
Fig. 4. The i-th packet (Xi, h) and size of each part. The total length of (Xi, h) is n+ r + δ many finite field elements, or equivalently
(n+ r + δ) log2 q bits, where δ is independent of n.
The header h consists of |V|−1 parts, with each part being a vector hv ∈ F r2 and corresponding to a non-source
node v. Denote entries of hv by hv,i,j with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r. Let Sv ∈ F r2+r be the shared secrets between node v and
the source. These dimensions are determined by the particular hash function based on SLP’s, as described below.
Rewriting Sv := {sv,j , dv,i,j}1≤i,j≤r, we then compute hv by
hv,i,j := ψ(Xi, sv,j , dv,i,j) = dv,i,j −
n+r∑
l=1
xils
pl
v,j .
A more concise form to describe the computation of hv is [hv] = [dv]−X × [sv], where [hv] denotes the matrix
with entries being hv,i,j , [dv] the matrix with entries being dv,i,j and [sv] the matrix with (i, j)-th entry being s
pi
v,j ,
1 ≤ i ≤ n+ r and 1 ≤ j ≤ r, i.e.,
[sv] :=

spv,1 s
p
v,2 . . . s
p
v,r
sp
2
v,1 s
p2
v,2 . . . s
p2
v,r
...
...
. . .
...
sp
(n+r)
v,1 s
p(n+r)
v,2 . . . s
p(n+r)
v,r
 .
The hash header h consists of hv’s and is a row vector of length δ. Each message M is encoded into r original
packets: (Xi, h), 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Random linear combinations (
∑r
i=1 aiXi, h) are sent on links in Eout(v0), where
ai ∈ F .
Algorithm 1 Source encoder
1: procedure SOURCE ENCODER(M,Sv, ∀v ∈ V\{v0, t})
2: Rewrite M as X;
3: for all v ∈ V\{v0, t} do
4: Compute [sv];
5: Compute [hv] := [dv]−X × [sv];
6: Obtain h by rewriting all hv’s in a row vector;
7: for all e = (v0, v) ∈ Eout(v0) do
8: Create and send (
∑r
i=1 ae,iXi, h) on e; where ae,i’s are generated uniformly at random from F .
8Encoding complexity analysis: First of all, notice that multiplication in Fpm can be done in O(m logm) time,
see [24]. For each node v,
• Computation of [sv] costs O(rnm logm)) time: For each a ∈ Fpm , computation of ap costs log p many
multiplications in Fpm , which in total is O((log p)m logm) (which again is O(m logm) since p is a fixed
constant). Therefore, computation of [sv] costs O(r(n+ r)m logm) time.
• Computation of [hv] costs O(r2nm logm)) time: The multiplication X× [sv] costs most, which is in O(r2(n+
r)m logm) time.
In total, the encoding complexity is O(|V|r2nm logm). Since our scheme requires m = Θ(n) to ensure small
error probability (see Appendix A), equivalently, the encoding complexity is O(|V|r2N logN), where N is the
number of bits in each packet.
Verify-and-encode at intermediate nodes: Each intermediate node u performs a “verify-and-encode” procedure.
For each packet (W (e), h(e))3 received from edge e ∈ Ein(u), node u first verifies whether W (e) is a correct
linear combination of X1, . . . , Xr, based on the hash h(e) and shared secrets Su. Then node u forwards a random
linear combination of all “valid” packets on links in Eout(u). We now describe the verification process (Algorithm 2).
Denote W (e) = (w1, . . . , wn, wn+1, . . . , wn+r), then we know that W (e) should be the linear combination∑r
i=1wn+iXi if W (e) is not corrupted by the adversary. Node u computes Q1, Q2 defined below. Then W (e) is
regarded as valid if Q1 = Q2 and invalid otherwise.
Q1 :=
n+r∑
l=1
wl
( r∑
i′=1
1i′ × su,i′
)pl
Q2 :=
r∑
i=1
wn+i
r∑
i′=1
1i′ × (du,i,i′ − h(e)u,i,i′)
Here 1i′ is the indicator function of event {wn+i′ 6= 0}. In Section II, we have described the verification procedure
in details for the specific packet W = X1 + 2X2. This scheme works w.h.p. over the randomness in the shared
secrets. The following lemma states this formally.
Lemma 4. When W (e) 6= ∑ri=1wn+iXi, then Q1 6= Q2 with probability at least 1− 1/pΘ(n) when the field size
is q = pΘ(n). When W (e) =
∑r
i=1wn+iXi and [h
′
u] = [hu], then Q1 = Q2 always holds.
Proof. See Appendix A. As a remark, the relation between the block length N (in bits) and m,n is N = Θ(nm).
Therefore, the general relations are: m = Θ(
√
N), n = Θ(
√
N), q = pm, and m = cn for some constant c > 1. To
be concrete, we can think of the following parameter settings: n =
√
N/2, m = 2n =
√
2N and q = 2
√
2N . With
this setting, the probability that a corrupted packet is not detected with probability at most 2−n = 2−
√
N/2.
Algorithm 2 Internal encoder
1: procedure VERIFIER(Su)
2: for all e ∈ Ein(u) do
3: Compute Q1, Q2;
4: if Q1 = Q2, then label W (e) as valid;
5: else, label W (e) as invalid.
6: procedure ENCODER(all valid W (e), e ∈ Ein(u))
7: for all e ∈ Eout(u) do
8: Create and send (
∑
e′∈Ein(u) ae′W (e
′), h) on e; where ae′ = 0 if W (e′) is invalid; ae′ is generated
uniformly at random from F if W (e′) is valid.
Complexity analysis: For each intermediate node u,
3Here we use h(e) to denote the hash header received on link e to indicate that the adversary may also corrupt the hash header h.
9• Computation of Q1 costs O(dinnm logm)) time: For each incoming link of u, computation of Q1 for this link
costs at most 2(n+ r) many multiplications. Thus, the complexity for computations of Q1’s on all incoming
links cost O(din(n+ r)m logm) time, where din denotes the maximum in-degree in the graph.
• Computation of Q2 costs O(dinrm logm)) time: For each link, there are at most 2r additions and r multipli-
cations in F needed for the computation of Q2.
In total, the complexity of each intermediate node is O(dinnm logm), or equivalently, O(dinN logN) with N
be the number of bits in each packet.
Decoder: Each destination node verifies received packets, and decodes using all valid ones (see Algorithm 3).
The decoding complexity for each decoder is O((din + r2)nm logm), or equivalently, O((din + r2)N logN) as
analysed in the following.
Algorithm 3 Destination decoder
1: procedure VERIFIER(St)
2: for all e ∈ Ein(t) do
3: Compute Q1, Q2;
4: if Q1 = Q2, then label W (e) as valid;
5: else, label W (e) as invalid.
6: Rearrange all valid packets as Y .
7: procedure DECODER(all valid W (e), e ∈ Ein(t))
8: Solve Y = TX with unknowns being X ;
Decoding complexity analysis: For each destination node decoder,
• Computations of Q1, Q2 cost O(dinnm logm) time, the same as each intermediate node;
• Decoding is done by solving a system of linear equations Y = TX . Notice here that the matrix T is different for
each decoder in general. Dimensions of these three matrices are X ∈ F r×(n+r), T ∈ F r×r and Y ∈ F r×(n+r).
The complexity of Gaussian elimination is O(r2nm logm).
Therefore, the total complexity for each decoder is O((din +r2)nm logm), or equivalently O((din +r2)N logN).
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We develop novel computationally-efficient network codes using shared secrets for node-based adversary prob-
lems. Our codes meet a natural erasure outer bound.
Although the description of our codes is specialized for the case of node-based adversaries in multicast settings,
our techniques also extend to more general cases. We briefly describe some of them in the following.
• General adversarial sets
Let A be collection of all possible subsets of links that the adversary can control. The set A is given and
known to both the transmitter and receivers, however, the specific set A ∈ A of attacked links is a priori
known only to the adversary. Since our code is essentially designed to detect corrupted links, it works even
for this general adversarial set A. Note that link-based (respectively, node-based) adversaries correspond to A
being the collection of all subsets of z links (respectively, collection of sets of outgoing links from all subsets
of z nodes). In this setting, the code has similar guarantees as Theorem 1. The proof also follows on similar
lines and is skipped here.
Corollary 4.1. For any  > 0, there exists a code satisfying
– R ≥ minA∈Amintk∈Dmin-cut(v0, tk;GA)− ,
– Pe(A) ≤  for all A ∈ A,
– s ≤ N ,
– N = Θ(1/2),
– T is at most polynomial in N (or equivalently, in m,n) and network parameters |V| and din, as shown
in Table I.
• Unequal link capacities
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Networks with unequal link capacities can be handled in a manner similar to unit capacities networks with
general adversarial set. For integer (or rational) link capacities, Figure 5 shows a simple example where such a
reduction is done. The case of irrational link capacities can be approximated by rational capacities. Therefore,
this is a special case of the general adversarial set.
• Network with cycles
Although our codes here cannot be directly applied to network with cycles, it is possible to generalize our
ideas by working with the corresponding acyclic time-expanded network (c.f. [25, Chapter 20]).
𝒂 𝒃
𝒆𝟏
𝒆𝟐
𝒂 𝒃
𝒆𝟏
𝒆𝟐′
𝒆𝟐′′
Fig. 5. Left: link e1 has capacity 1 and link e2 has capacity 2. The adversarial set A = {{e1}, {e2}}. Right: link e1, e′2, e′′2 all have capacity
1 and the adversarial set A′ = {{e1}, {e′2, e′′2}}.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 4
Proof. Let W ′(e) := (w′1, . . . , w′n, wn+1, . . . , wn+r) =
∑r
i=1wn+iXi be the correct linear combination claimed by
header of W (e). We bound the probability of the event E1 := {Q1 = Q2} conditioned on E2 := {W (e) 6= W ′(e)}.
Rewrite Q1 as the following
Q1 =
n+r∑
l=1
(w′l + (wl − w′l))
r∑
i′=1
1i′s
pl
u,i′
=
r∑
i=1
wn+i
r∑
i′=1
1i′ × (du,i,i′ − hu,i,i′) +
n∑
l=1
(wl − w′l)
r∑
i′=1
1i′s
pl
u,i′
Then, Q1 = Q2 is equivalent to
n∑
l=1
(wl − w′l)
r∑
i′=1
1i′s
pl
u,i′ +
r∑
i=1
wn+i
r∑
i′=1
1i′ × (h′u,i,i′ − hu,i,i′) = 0,
where the left hand side is a non-zero polynomial of degree at most pn in su,1, . . . , su,r. Since the shared secrets
su,1, . . . , su,r are uniformly generated from Fpm , by the Schwartz Zippel Lemma (see [26]), we have P (E1|E2) ≤
pn
pm , which is exponentially small in n when m = cn for some constant c > 1. The case of W (e) = W
′(e) follows
from direct computation, which we omit here.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Proof. Let r = minA∈Amintk∈Dmin-cut(v0, tk;GA) and δ := (|V|−1)r2. Denote the maximum node degree (sum
of in-degree and out-degree) in G as dmax.
Given any  > 0, let n =
√
N/2, m = 2n =
√
2N and q = 2
√
2N , then take N large enough such that
z · dmax · 2−
√
N/2 <  and nrn+r+δ > r − . Design network code described in Section V over Fq. Denote the
constructed network code by C(r, ). We analyse the code C(r, ) in the following:
• Rate: R = nrn+r+δ > r −  by choice of n;
• Error probability: For any A ∈ A, the error probability is upper bounded by the probability that some corrupted
packet is not detected by the very next downstream node, which, by union bound, is at most z·dmax·2−
√
N/2 < 
by taking N to be large. Therefore, Pe(A) ≤  for any A ∈ A.
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• Dimension of shared secrets: Our scheme in Section V requires s = r2 +r for each node, which is independent
of n (also independent of N ).
• Block length: N = Θ(1/2) follows from the error probability requirement z · dmax · 2−
√
N/2 <  and rate
requirement nrn+r+δ > r− . The former requires N > 2 log2( z·dmax ) and the latter requires N > |V|
α
2 for some
constant α (a crude estimation yields α = 7). Since we are interested in the regime where  tends to zero, we
have N = Θ(1/2).
• Complexity: The complexity is given in our description of the code design in Section V.
Note that not all corrupted packets are detectable and honest nodes can be isolated by adversarial nodes, as
shown in Figure 6. However, these cases do not change the minimum cut and the theorem still holds.
𝒂 𝒃
(a)
𝟎𝟎…𝟎𝟎𝒂 𝒃 𝒄
(b)
Fig. 6. (a) A simple example shows that corrupted packets may not be detectable. When nodes a and b are both controlled by the adversary,
the corrupted packet from a to b is not detectable. (b) A simple example shows that honest node can be isolated by adversarial nodes.
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Proof. Let A ∈ A and r = mintk∈Dmin-cut(v0, tk;GA). Suppose adversary sends zeros on links in A, and let E ⊂ E
be the cut-set of a minimum cut between v0 to tk (minimized over all k), then |E| = r. Denote W1, . . . ,Wr be the
random variables induced by any codes on links in E, then we can get a Markov chain M → (W1, . . . ,Wr)→ Mˆ .
The proof is completed by the following:
NR = H(M) = H(M |Mˆ) + I(M ; Mˆ)
≤ H(M |Mˆ) + I(M ;W1, . . . ,Wr)
≤ H(Pe(A)) + Pe(A)NR+H(W1, . . . ,Wr)
≤ H(Pe(A)) + Pe(A)NR+Nr.
Therefore, R ≤ 11−Pe(A)
[
r + H(Pe(A))N
]
.
APPENDIX D
PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Proof. The proof is based on a symmetrization argument (similar to, e.g. [16, Theorem 1]). Suppose there is a code
C, which has rate R > 0. There exist two messages w1 and w2 such that the packets induced by this code on edges
in A1 and A2 are C(w1, A1),C(w1, A2) and C(w2, A1),C(w2, A2), respectively. The adversary then adopts the
following attack strategy such that the receiver cannot distinguish which one of w1, w2 is transmitted, thus causing
non-vanishing probability of decoding error.
• If w1 is transmitted, then Calvin replaces packets C(w1, A1) by C(w2, A1);
• If w2 is transmitted, then Calvin replaces packets C(w2, A2) by C(w1, A2);
Then once the destination node receives C(w2, A1),C(w1, A2), the decoder cannot distinguish between the above
two events, and so w1 and w2 are not distinguishable, and hence the probability of decoding error is at least 1/2.
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APPENDIX E
TABLE OF NOTATIONS
All notations used are listed in the following table.
Model Parameters
Notation Meaning Value/Range
G = (V, E) directed acyclic network with vertex set V and edge set E -
v0 source node v0 ∈ V
ti the i-th receiver node ti ∈ V
Ein(v) set of incoming edges at node v ⊆ E
Eout(v) set of outgoing edges from node v ⊆ E
Nin(v) set of adjacent upstream nodes of v ⊆ V
Nout(v) set of adjacent downstream nodes of v ⊆ V
din maximum node in-degree in G
dmax maximum node degree in G
Code Parameters
p a fixed prime number
q field size q = pm for some positive integer m
F simplified notation for finite field F := Fpm
M message ∈ [qnr]
s dimension of shared secrets
Su shared secrets between source v0 and node u ∈ F s
N block length in bits
n number of payload (finite field elements) in each packet
Pe error probability
R rate of network codes R = log q
nr
N
TABLE II
NOTATIONS
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